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A B S T R A C T

Matrix-assisted laser desorption ionisation imaging mass spectrometry (MALDI-MSI) is a

rapidly advancing technique for intact tissue analysis that allows simultaneous localisa-

tion and quantification of biomolecules in different histological regions of interest. This

approach can potentially offer novel insights into tumour microenvironmental (TME)

biochemistry. In this study we employed MALDI-MSI to evaluate fresh frozen sections of

colorectal cancer (CRC) tissue and adjacent healthy mucosa obtained from 12 consenting

patients undergoing surgery for confirmed CRC. Specifically, we sought to address three ob-

jectives: (1) To identify biochemical differences between different morphological regions

within the CRC TME; (2) To characterise the biochemical differences between cancerous

and healthy colorectal tissue using MALDI-MSI; (3) To determine whether MALDI-MSI

profiling of tumour-adjacent tissue can identify novel metabolic ‘field effects’ associated

with cancer. Our results demonstrate that CRC tissue harbours characteristic phospholipid

signatures compared with healthy tissue and additionally, different tissue regions within

the CRC TME reveal distinct biochemical profiles. Furthermore we observed biochemical

differences between tumour-adjacent and tumour-remote healthy mucosa. We have

referred to this ‘field effect’, exhibited by the tumour locale, as cancer-adjacent metabopla-

sia (CAM) and this finding builds on the established concept of field cancerisation.
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1. Introduction removal has recently been proposed by our group to address
1.1. Imaging mass spectrometry

The tumourmicroenvironment (TME) is thought to play a crit-

ical role in solid organ cancer development and progression

(Hogan et al., 2012 Jul 1) and TME profiling approaches are

gaining increasing attention in cancer research (Straussman

et al., 2012 Jul 26; Engelhardt et al., 2012 Mar 20; Tarin and

2012 Feb 3). Imaging mass spectrometry (MSI) utilising tech-

niques such as matrix-assisted laser-desorption ionisation

(MALDI), (Caprioli et al., 1997 Dec 1; Schwamborn et al., 2010

Sep; Gruner et al., 2012) desorption electrospray ionization

(DESI) (Gerbig et al., 2012 Jun; Eberlin et al., 2013 Jan 29;

Takats et al., 2004 Oct 15) and secondary ion mass spectrom-

etry (SIMS) (Passarelli et al., 2011 Nov; Cillero-Pastor et al.,

2012 Nov 6) have demonstrated early promise in this area, of-

fering a means of chemically mapping tissue sections,

without the requirement for specific staining/labelling agents.

The major advantage of MSI as an analytical tool lies in the

ability to measure biochemical activity with direct correlation

to morphological features of interest, bypassing the need for

time-consuming steps such as laser-capture micro-dissec-

tion. The latter by its very nature results in significant disrup-

tion to the tumour niche, preventing visualisation of

biomolecules within their native backdrop.

To date a number of studies have successfully usedMSI ap-

proaches to characterize region-specific protein/peptide dis-

tribution within the cancer TME (Gruner et al., 2012; Aichler

et al., 2013 Apr 16; Morgan et al., 2013 Mar; Meding et al.,

2012 Mar 2). More recently, the ability of MSI to assess the

localisation and concentration distribution of chemothera-

peutic compounds in cancer tissue has also been demon-

strated, offering the opportunity to investigate anti-cancer

drugmechanisms and efficacy froman entirely novel perspec-

tive (Bouslimani et al., 2010 Feb; Rompp et al., 2011 Jul).

Of the available MSI techniques MALDI has been the most

commonly employed in the recent literature (Caprioli et al.,

1997 Dec 1; Schwamborn et al., 2010 Sep; Gruner et al., 2012).

This technique is a ‘matrix-assisted’ approach that involves

theapplicationofachemical solution (referred toasa ‘matrix so-

lution’ in this context) to the tissue surface to crystallise biomol-

ecules prior to ionisation (Caprioli et al., 1997 Dec 1). Commonly

employed solutions for this purpose include a-cyano-4-

hydroxycinnamic acid (CHCA) and 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid

(DHB). (Cohen et al., 1996 Jan 1) Where employed in this study

theterm‘matrix’, refers to thisexperimentalsolutionandshould

not be confused with the conventional biological definition of

‘matrix’ that refers to the inter-cellular material found within

connective tissue.

The MALDI technique is very well suited to the localisation

of proteins, which occupy the upper end of themass-to-charge

(m/z) spectrum. The successful application of MALDI-based

methods to profiling biomolecules at the lower end of the m/z

range (<1000 m/z ¼ metabolites/lipids) is more challenging as

matrix and/or matrix-analyte cluster peaks (generated as a

consequence ofmatrix deposition) can interferewith the detec-

tion of target low molecular weight compounds (Goto-Inoue

et al., 2011 Nov). A novel method for matrix-associated peak
this issue and facilitate effective MALDI-based profiling of

lower m/z value molecular species (Fonville et al., 2012 Feb 7).

1.2. Exploring the cancer lipidome via imaging mass
spectrometry

Lipid profiling in particular represents an attractive avenue for

novel cancer biomarker discovery as there is growing evidence

to suggest thatmembrane lipids play a vital role in carcinogen-

esis (Sparvero et al., 2012 Jul; Meriaux et al., 2010Apr 18). Lipids

are key cell membrane constituents (Quehenberger et al., 2011

Nov 10) and serve several critical physiological roles including

regulation of energy metabolism, (Quehenberger et al., 2011

Nov 10) cellular signalling (Fernandis et al., 2007 Apr) and traf-

ficking of immune cells. (Dykstra et al., 2003) Disordered lipid

metabolism at the cellular level is now recognised as a hall-

mark feature across a variety of cancer subtypes. (Smith

et al., 2008 Jan) Imaging mass spectrometry-based techniques

offer a means of mapping lipid biochemistry in unparalleled

detail within different tissue subtypes comprising the TME.

Current methods for lipid detection and localisation such as

staining with Nile Red, Oil Red O or osmium tetroxide can be

applied to frozen sections (van Goor et al., 1986), and while

these can reveal the distribution of a handful of specific lipid

fractions, they lack the ability to provide a more holistic lipid

profile, as can be achieved with MSI.

To date a limited number of studies have applied MSI-based

approaches to identify specific lipid signatures with respect to

CRC; Shimma et al. identified region-specific lipid profiles in

CRC liver metastasis samples obtained from a single patient

(Shimma et al., 2007 Aug), and more recently Thomas et al.

found a panel of lipid-based biomarkers to be up- and down-

regulated in CRC liver metastases (Thomas et al., 2013 Feb 8).

These preliminary studies have highlighted the potential of

lipid profiling in identification of disease-relevant lipid signa-

tures for next-generation biomarker discovery.

1.3. Study objectives

In the current study we have applied MALDI-MSI analysis to

determine region-specific lipid signatures in colorectal tissue

samples (CRC, n ¼ 12; healthy ‘tumour-remote’ colorectal mu-

cosa, n ¼ 12; healthy ‘tumour-adjacent’ colorectal mucosa,

n¼ 12) obtained from patients with confirmed CRC. This study

methodology is novel as until recently most studies that have

employed MALDI-MSI to evaluate primary CRC tissue have

focused principally on protein expression, (Djidja et al., 2010

May; Casadonte et al., 2011 Nov) with little or no consideration

to downstream lipid biochemistry.

Specificallywe have sought to address three primary objec-

tives in this study:

(1) To determine whether MALDI-MSI can reveal regional

differences in lipid biochemistry in different tissue types

within the CRC microenvironment.

(2) To determine basic lipidomic differences between

cancerous and healthy colorectal tissue via MALDI-MSI

analysis.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.molonc.2013.08.010
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.molonc.2013.08.010
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.molonc.2013.08.010
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(3) To perform MALDI-MSI e based comparison of lipid

biochemistry in ‘tumour-adjacent’ and ‘tumour-remote’

healthy colorectal mucosa. The aim here was to identify

lipid-based ‘field effects’ in cancer-adjacent tissue to sup-

plement established field cancerisation principles.
2. Theory/calculation

2.1. Super-spectral data treatment for efficient sample-
to-sample comparison

At present the complexity of data analysis represents a signif-

icant challenge to realising the translational potential of MSI.

(Alexandrov, 2012) In MSI experiments ionisation is applied

directly to the tissue surface across a pre-defined array of

co-ordinates, each of which generates its own unique,

spatially localised mass spectrum. This produces vast, multi-

dimensional data that are challenging to interpret with con-

ventional multivariate methods. To simplify data analysis

we have devised a method where all spectra from a given tis-

sue section are combined to create a single ‘super’ mass spec-

trum, which can then be used to perform efficient sample-to-

sample comparison. Thismethod can be used to highlightmo-

lecular differences between cancerous and healthy tissue sec-

tions; the distribution of biomolecules found to be up- or

down-regulated in cancer can then be visualised on individual

MALDI-MSI images.
3. Materials and methods

3.1. Patient recruitment and sample collection

This study was approved by the institutional review board at

Imperial College Healthcare NHS Trust (REC reference number

07/H0712/112). Tissue specimens and related clinical data

were collected with informed andwritten consent from 12 pa-

tients undergoing elective surgical resection for confirmed

CRC at St Mary’s Hospital (London, UK). The clinico-

pathological characteristics of these patients are summarized

in the Supporting Information (Table S1). Resected cancer

specimens were taken on ice to the pathology department

immediately after surgical extraction and were evaluated by

a single pathologist (RDG) prior to sampling. Fresh tissue

was retrieved from tumour centre (n ¼ 12) and macroscopi-

cally cancer-free ‘tumour-adjacent’ (directly adjacent to

tumour; n ¼ 12) and ‘tumour-remote’ (10 cm from cancer

margin; n¼ 12) colorectalmucosa. These sampleswere imme-

diately transferred to a freezer at �80 �C prior to processing.

3.2. Sample preparation and MALDI-MSI analysis

Tissue samples were cryo-sectioned using an SME Cryostat

(ThermoShandon, USA) with consecutive sections generated

for MALDI-MSI (12 mm) and histopathological (6 mm) analysis

to allow co-registration of morphology and biochemistry. Sec-

tions were thaw mounted onto plain glass microscopy slides

before those obtained for histopathology were stained with

haematoxylin and eosin (H&E). For MALDI-MSI analysis, a
uniform coating of a-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid (CHCA)

matrix solution (Huwiler et al., 2003 Dec) was applied to desig-

nated tissue sections using an automated spray system (TM

Sprayer, HTX Technologies, NC, USA). MALDI-MSI analysis

was carried out using an SYNAPT G2 high definition mass

spectrometer (Waters Corporation, Manchester, UK) equipped

with an Nd:YAG (neodymium-doped yttrium aluminium

garnet) laser for sample ionisation. (Hart et al., 2011 Jul)

Spectra were collected in the mass range m/z 50 to 1000.

Further description of the analytical parameters and data

pre-processing steps employed here is provided in the

Supplementary Information.

3.3. Pattern recognition

Pattern recognition of spectral or imaging data is used to

reduce the complexity and density of analytical data (dimen-

sionality reduction) and to find patterns between clinical sam-

ples based on biochemical similarities. (Trygg et al., 2007 Feb)

The two most commonly employed pattern recognition

methods in metabolic profiling are principal component anal-

ysis (PCA) and partial least squares (PLS) regression analysis.

(Trygg et al., 2007 Feb) PCA is an unsupervised method that il-

lustrates the overall spread within a dataset by summarising

sample variation as a series of ‘latent variables’ (LV), which

can be used tomodel data. (Trygg et al., 2007 Feb) PLSmethods

are an extension of PCA and are linear regression techniques

that, in our application, use class information (for example

whether a sample has been obtained from cancerous or

healthy tissue) to maximise the discrimination between

groups of observations, hence the term PLS-DA is used (DA

standing for discriminant analysis).

In this study we have combined MALDI-MSI data with a

PLS-based pattern recognition approach to determine

biochemical differences between different tissue types. The

PLS method takes original data points (mass spectra gener-

ated for a particular tissue location) and projects them onto

a new set of axes. This creates a more intuitive overview of

the data, according to weighted sums/combinations of chem-

ical features (referred to as latent variables, LV). The predictive

capacity of a PLS model is encompassed by the Q2 statistic

which indicates whether the classification (or biomarker com-

bination) is robust. (Trygg et al., 2007 Feb) The value for Q2

ranges from 0 to 1; a Q2 of 0 implies that themodel has no pre-

dictive capacity above random chance/no-model estimates,

while a Q2 of 1 implies that the generated model is ‘perfect’.

In the case of very poor model predictive capacity the Q2 can

even assume a negative value. Thus the higher the Q2 value

the greater the predictive capacity of a given model to

correctly discriminate between classes.
4. Results

4.1. Identification of topographically discrete lipid
signatures in different biological compartments within the
CRC TME

In order to identify differences in lipid biochemistry according

to tissue type, we first selected regions of interest (cancer,

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.molonc.2013.08.010
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.molonc.2013.08.010
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.molonc.2013.08.010
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smooth muscle, stroma and fibrous tissue) from H&E stained

centre of tumour tissue sections. In addition we included in

this model tumour-adjacent mucosa and tumour-remote mu-

cosa (sampled from adjacent to tumour margin and 10 cm

from tumour margin respectively), to identify any metabolic

‘field effects’ in the immediate cancer vicinity. Next, mass

spectra were collected from pixels corresponding to these tis-

sue regions on MALDI-MSI images. A PLS-DA model was then

fitted to differentiate MALDI-MSI profiles according to tissue

type, as ‘non-cancerous’ or ‘cancerous’ (Figure 1). A Q2 value

of 0.79 was obtained for this model indicating robust separa-

tion of biochemical profiles according to tissue morphology.

A p-value for this model was also calculated as an additional

means of assessing model predictive capacity (cancerous

versus all non-cancerous tissue types, p < 0.001). The PLS-DA

scores plot for this model is shown in Figure 1 and reveals

visible differences in MALDI-MSI derived chemical signatures

according to tissue type. Different non-cancerous tissue types

have been colour coded according to morphology and these

appear to cluster closely together, suggesting the presence of

specific lipid signatures in each tissue region.

To determine the topographical specificity of m/z values

found to be more abundant in cancer we selectively projected

these values back onto ‘blank canvas’ MALDI-MSI images. The

accuracy of localisation of these biomolecules in cancer re-

gions was evaluated by co-registering the reconstructed

MALDI-MSI images with corresponding H&E stained sections.

Examples of reconstructed images are shown in Figure 2

(AeF). Selective projection of m/z 478.3 (found to be elevated

in cancer relative to healthy) onto cancer-bearing MALDI-

MSI images, revealed close correlation between the localisa-

tion of this molecule and areas of cancer confirmed on corre-

sponding H&E stains (Figure 2AeC). By contrast projection of

m/z 478.3 onto non-tumour-bearing tissue sections showed

no classification and a marked reduction in signal intensity,

as anticipated (Figure 2DeF).
Figure 1 e PLS-DA scores plot revealing distribution of MALDI-MSI profi

coded according to morphology. The x-axis denotes grouping of samples a

based on a weighted sum of molecular features for each data point; the close

and likewise the closer the score is to ‘L1’ the more likely it is to be healt

differences between cancerous and non-cancerous tissue, and also reveals clu

points from tumour-adjacent healthy tissue are seen to lie in close proximi
4.2. Identifying cancer-associated ‘field effects’ via
comparison of tumour-adjacent and tumour-remote tissue

The differences we observed between tumour-adjacent and

tumour-remote tissue may be of prognostic significance and

we sought to further investigate these using PLS-DA. The

aim here was to determine the lipid fingerprint of tumour-

adjacent healthy mucosa in comparison to tumour-remote

tissue, and tumour itself.

Figure 3 presents the PLS-DA scores plot for differentiating

between tumour-adjacent and tumour-remote tissue

(Q2 ¼ 0.76). The visible clustering on the scores plot implies

the presence of chemical differences in morphologically bland

colorectal tissue according to proximity to tumour. Figure 4A

shows a three-class PLS-DA scores plot for tumour, tumour-

remote and tumour-adjacent colorectal tissue plotted accord-

ing to biochemical similarities/differences. This plot reveals

visible overlap between data points acquired from tumour

(blue) and tumour-adjacent (pink) sites e suggesting that the

tumour field, even when morphologically free of cancer, ex-

hibits metabolic properties, which closely mimic those of

neighbouring cancerous zones. This stepwise molecular shift

is illustrated more intuitively in the vertical scatter plot

(Figure 4B). The statistical capacity of this model to correctly

distinguish samples as belonging to tumour, tumour-adjacent

or tumour-remote classes is summarised in the form of Q2 sta-

tistics as Q2 ¼ 0.64, Q2 ¼ 0.67 and Q2 ¼ 0.69, respectively.

4.3. Defining chemical differences between cancerous
and non-cancerous colorectal tissue according to regional
lipid distribution

For efficient group-wise comparison (cancer samples versus

healthy samples) a ‘super’ mass spectrum was generated for

every tissue section from centre of tumour (n ¼ 12) and

healthy tissue 10 cm from tumour margin (n ¼ 12) by
les obtained from cancerous and non-cancerous tissue regions colour-

ccording to tissue class and the y-axis indicates a PLS-derived ‘score’

r the score is to ‘1’ the more likely it is to represent a cancerous region

hy based on identified chemical signatures. The plot reveals clear

stering of healthy tissue profiles according to tissue morphology. Data

ty to cancer compared to tumour-remote.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.molonc.2013.08.010
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.molonc.2013.08.010
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.molonc.2013.08.010
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aggregating spectral features form each image into one overall

(‘super’) spectrum. A PLS-DA model was then generated to

reveal differences between cancerous and healthy tissue

based on these ‘super’ spectral characteristics. A ‘leave-one-

patient-out’ approach was used for cross-validation which

means that each pair of slides corresponding to the same pa-

tient was removed before fitting the model.

Figure 5A shows the PLS-DA scores plot generated for this

model, as well as a selection of MALDI-MSI images for

cancerous and healthy tissue sections. These images demon-

strate a visible trend towardsmore abundantmolecular signal

intensity in cancer-bearing relative to healthy tissue sections.

This information was then used to construct a ‘loadings plot’

(Figure 5B) where the specific molecular species responsible

for discrimination can be determined (Cloarec et al., 2005 Jan

15). With respect to chemical assignment, the loadings plot

(Figure 5B) reveals that molecular species m/z 478.3 (M1), m/z

504.3 (M2) and m/z 760.6 (M3) are found in significantly higher

concentrations in cancer-bearing samples relative to healthy

tissue. These threem/z ions exhibited a similar regional distri-

butionwithin tissue sections as shown in Figure 6C, appearing

to be highly abundant in cancer-cell bearing areas (Figure 6B

and C).

Figure 6A illustrates spectra obtained from twomorpholog-

ically distinct tissue section regions (tumour bearing tissue

(red), smooth muscle (blue)). A black spectrum depicting

chemical signatures from outside of the tissue margin is also
Figure 2 eMALDI-MSI images from sections of tumour-bearing (AeC) an

onto MALDI-MSI images reveals localisation of these molecular signature

corresponding H&E images. By comparison, projection of m/z 478.3 onto n

as expected
provided. Overlapping these spectra shows that m/z ions

478.3, 504.3 and 760.6 are present in significantly higher inten-

sity in cancer-bearing tissue relative tomuscle. In addition ion

images of these m/z values were generated in order to

compare the localisation of m/z 478.3 and 504.3 in cancerous

and non-cancerous tissue samples (Figure 7). Tandem mass

spectrometry (MS/MS) experiments confirmed the assignment

of m/z 760.6 as phosphatidyl-choline (PC) species 16:0/18:1, m/

z 478.3 as LysoPC(16:0) and m/z 504.3 as LysoPC(18:1).
5. Discussion

In this small feasibility studywe have developed and applied a

novel processing strategy for MALDI-MSI data analysis that

confirms the presence of lipidomic differences between

cancerous and healthy colorectal tissue and demonstrates

tumour-adjacent field effects with respect to lipidmetabolism

that may have translational significance. In addition this

approach can provide chemical data to supplement current

histological approaches for profiling the tumour microenvi-

ronment (TME).

Accuratemolecular characterisation of the TME represents

a major research priority in systems oncology (Swartz et al.,

2012 May 15; Hanahan et al., 2011 Mar 4). The TME is

comprised of a variety of cell types as well as pro-

tumorigenic factors and a myriad of signalling molecules, all
d non-tumour-bearing tissue (DeF). Selective projection of m/z 478.3

s within cancer-bearing areas when comparison is made with

on-tumour bearing tissue sections (DeF) reveals poor signal intensity

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.molonc.2013.08.010
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.molonc.2013.08.010
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.molonc.2013.08.010


Figure 3 e A PLS-DA scores plot for MALDI-MSI profiles obtained from tumour-adjacent (pink) and tumour-remote (blue) tissue sections. The

x- and y-axes here refer to the ‘latent variables’ (LV) responsible for the greatest between-class variation that were used for model construction. B

Alternative representation of PLS scores for improved visual interpretation of data spread. In this plot the x-axis denotes grouping of samples

according to tissue class (tumour-adjacent and tumour-remote) and the y-axis indicates a PLS-derived ‘score’ based on a weighted sum of molecular

features for each data point; the closer the score is to ‘1’ the more closely it resembles the cancer-associated MALDI-MSI profile.
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of which are thought to be involved in tumour development,

survival and progression. (Hanahan et al., 2011 Mar 4) Pheno-

typing the TME from a lipidomic/metabolic perspective has

the potential to provide important biological information

downstream of the cancer genome and proteome, and recent

in vitro work has confirmed that the tumour niche exhibits

compartmentalised metabolic activity. (Martinez-

Outschoorn et al., 2011 Aug 1) For example, tumour cells are

thought to impose conditions of oxidative stress on neigh-

bouring cells creating adjacent zones of cellular catabolism,

mitochondrial dysfunction and aerobic glycolysis. (Martinez-

Outschoorn et al., 2011 Aug 1) MALDI-MSI profiling ap-

proaches offer the opportunity to non-destructively charac-

terise this activity, particularly with respect to the cancer

lipidome. However, several refinements are necessary in or-

der to facilitate the widespread application of MALDI-MSI
Figure 4 e A PLS-DA scores plot summarising the molecular relationships

adjacent (pink) and tumour-remote (green) tissue sections. The x- and y-ax

class variation that were used for model construction. B Alternative represen

The x-axis denotes grouping of samples according to tissue class (tumour-

derived ‘score’ based on a weighted sum of molecular features for each data p

tumour-adjacent tissue and tumour itself.
approaches in the clinical setting. Firstly, data treatment

methodologies must be developed that can reduce the ‘high-

dimensionality’ of MALDI-MSI data and display results in a

streamlined and readily interpretable way. In addition

MALDI-MSI datasets present unique challenges where the

aim is to build a model for comparison across multiple tissue

samples. In the present studywe have developed a novel tech-

nique for integration of data from a givenMALDI-MSI image to

create a ‘super’ mass spectrum summarizing all captured in-

formation efficiently. We have demonstrated that using this

approach, super-spectra generated from different tissue sec-

tions can be subjected to multivariate analysis to identify

discriminant molecular features between groups (in this

case cancerous versus healthy tissue).

The primary aim of this study was to develop lipid-based

profiles according to tissue type (Figure 1). We were able to
between MALDI-MSI profiles acquired from tumour (blue), tumour-

es refer to the ‘latent variables’ (LV) responsible for greatest between-

tation of PLS scores for improved visual interpretation of data spread.

adjacent, tumour-remote, tumour) and the y-axis indicates a PLS-

oint. Both plots reveal significant overlap of data points obtained from

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.molonc.2013.08.010
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.molonc.2013.08.010
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.molonc.2013.08.010


Figure 5 e A PLS-DA scores plot revealing discrimination between tissue sections obtained from cancerous (blue) and healthy tissue (10 cm from

the tumour margin, red). Corresponding MALDI-MSI images around this plot show visibly greater intensity of molecular ion signatures

(indicated by increased yellow/orange colouration relative to blue) from samples obtained from centre of tumour (images have been numbered for

ease of cross-referencing with plot data points). B PLS loadings plot based on the model shown in A; this figure allows specific m/z values

responsible for discrimination between groups to be identified and their relative contributions to this difference can be evaluated. The x-axis on

this plot corresponds to different m/z species, and the y-axis indicates magnitude of difference and direction of difference in terms of chemical

expression patterns. Positive coefficients (m/z species 478.3 (M1), 504.3 (M2) and 760.6 (M3)) signify increased abundance of the corresponding

ion in tumour tissue relative to healthy.
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generate distinct profiles for different tissue regions (tumour,

stroma, fibrous tissue, smoothmuscle, submucosa) after iden-

tification of features of interest on H&E sections and co-

registration of these with MALDI-MSI images. In addition the

PLS-DA scores plots for this model highlighted some inter-

esting differences between tumour-remote and tumour-

adjacent healthy mucosa (Figures 1, 3 and 4). Chemical pro-

files obtained from tumour-adjacent tissue occupied dimen-

sional spaces on the scores plot that were very close to, and
in many cases overlapped by, cancer tissue. This is not a

new observation per se and the findings of the current study

support previous work related to the concept of ‘field cancer-

isation’. This idea was introduced by Slaughter (Slaughter

et al., 1953 Sep) and Orr (Orr and 1954 Mar) in the 1950s who

independently observed that tumour-adjacent tissues exhibit

significant changes in morphology prior to being invaded by

cancer. In the present study the changes observed in

tumour-adjacent tissue relate principally to lipid metabolism

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.molonc.2013.08.010
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.molonc.2013.08.010
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.molonc.2013.08.010


Figure 6 e A Overlapped MALDI spectral profiles for cancerous tissue (red), non-cancerous tissue (blue) and from regions outside the margin of

the tissue section (i.e. matrix solution only; black); B Digitised image of the corresponding H&E stained section for this sample with

morphological regions of interest defined by a solid line (Mc: Mucosa, T: tumour tissue, M: Muscle); C Distribution of m/z ions that were

expressed in higher levels in tumour tissue is explored using targeted MALDI-MSI image reconstruction with selective localisation of m/z values

of interest (m/z 478.3, 504.3 and 760.6). This shows clear localisation of these chemical compounds in tumour-bearing areas and relative absence of

associated signal in muscle and mucosa.
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whichmay indicate an important role for lipids in the priming

of neighbouring tissue prior to cancer invasion. We have

opted to use the term ‘cancer-adjacent metaboplasia’ (CAM)

to describe these tumour-adjacent metabolic field effects,

though this finding requires more investigation in view of

the small sample size in this study. Developing a system for

grading the extent of CAM/metabolic field cancerisation may

offer a new avenue of prognostic molecular profiling. In addi-

tion, the ability to utilisemass spectrometric (MS)methods for

identifying and delineating the tumour field, offers a potential

means of developing novel technologies for in vivo application.

We have recently developed and validated a ‘real-time’ MS-

based method of tissue characterisation using a technique

we have termed Rapid Evaporative Ionisation Mass Spectrom-

etry (REIMS) (Takats et al., 2012 Feb; Sachfer et al., 2011 Mar 1;

Sasi-Szab�o et al., 2013). With this technique, different tissues
being dissected with electro-cautery are seen to exhibit char-

acteristic molecular ion patterns within the cautery-induced

vapour plume. This can be analysedwithinmilliseconds using

mass analyser technology to guide the operating surgeon

(Sasi-Szab�o et al., 2013). Our finding of unique MS-based lipid

signatures in the tumour field can potentially be applied to

this technology to offer the cancer surgeon a means of con-

firming when tumour deposits are in close proximity, and

‘skirting around’ these within the CAM field, to avoid disrupt-

ing/cutting into tumour itself. This could be particularly useful

in disciplines such as hepatic surgery for example, where the

solid, ‘closed-box’ nature of the anatomical site reduces the

sensitivity of tactile lesion perception.

From a biochemical perspective our study has demon-

strated elevated levels of phosphatidyl-choline

PC(16:0e18:1), LysoPC(16:0) and LysoPC(18:1) in cancerous

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.molonc.2013.08.010
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.molonc.2013.08.010
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.molonc.2013.08.010


Figure 7 e MALDI-MSI ion images revealing the distribution of m/z 478.3 (A and B) and m/z 504.3 (C and D) in cancer-bearing (centre of

tumour; A and C) and non-cancer-bearing (healthy mucosa 10 cm from the tumour margin; B and D) tissue sections. These ionic species are seen

to be specifically over-expressed in cancerous regions with little expression evident in healthy tissue.
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tissue regions. This is not a new finding in biochemical terms,

as altered PC metabolism in cancerous tissue is well estab-

lished and is being used to develop in vivomagnetic resonance

spectroscopy (MRS) based approaches to tumour localisation,

across a variety of cancer subtypes (Klomp et al., 2011 Dec;

Wilson et al., 2009 Feb; Venkatesh et al., 2012 Mar). Our results

are in agreement with previous ex vivo tissue profiling studies

in breast and thyroid cancer (Williams et al., 1993 Apr;

Ishikawa et al., 2012). Phosphatidyl-choline (16:0/18:1) was

found in significantly increased concentrations in cancerous

compared to healthy thyroid tissue in a recent study evalu-

ating the significance of lipid composition in papillary thyroid

cancer. (Ishikawa et al., 2012) In an earlier study by Williams

et al., breast cancer cells were found to contain relatively

increased concentrations of PC (16:0/18:1) compared to

healthy counterparts (Williams et al., 1993 Apr).

Lipids comprise a group of diversemolecules with different

structures and functionalities that play important roles in

cellular processes. They are associated with a number of crit-

ical cellular functions including membrane synthesis, meta-

bolic regulation and immunity (Gschwind et al., 2002 Nov 1;

Coussens et al., 2002 Dec 19e26). Increasing evidence points

towards an important role for lipids in carcinogenesis, and

altered cellular phospholipid composition has recently been
reported across a variety of cancer sub-types (Doria et al.,

2013 Feb; Azordegan et al., 2012 Nov 23). In addition, target tis-

sue lipid composition has been shown to be of potentially

prognostic significance in determining likely response to

chemotherapy (Todor et al., 2012 Jul). Taken together, these

observations indicate that comprehensive characterisation

of lipidomic profiles in cancer may offer an important new

avenue of discovery for markers of diagnosis, prognosis and

therapeutic efficacy. Although in this study we were able to

localise only a small number of lipid species, future refine-

ments in experimental workflow/parameters and the devel-

opment of increasingly sensitive mass spectrometric

profiling platforms promises to lead to more comprehensive

mapping of the cancer lipidome.
6. Conclusion

In this study we have used a MALDI-MSI approach to demon-

strate that different tissue regions in the CRC microenviron-

ment exhibit distinct lipid characteristics, and this finding

supports emerging evidence across a variety of other cancer

sub-types. In addition we have observed lipid-based differ-

ences between ‘tumour-adjacent’ and ‘tumour-remote’

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.molonc.2013.08.010
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.molonc.2013.08.010
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healthy colorectal mucosa, and this is in keeping with the

established principle of ‘field cancerisation’, whereby cancers

influence the local environment prior to invasion. These field

effects require further investigation and may prove to be of

prognostic significance. We have coined the term ‘cancer-

adjacent metaboplasia’ (CAM) for our preliminary findings,

as the changes we observed were primarily related to lipid

metabolism in the tumour field. With shorter data

acquisition-time and reduced costs foreseeable in the near

future, MALDI-MSI methods could be used to develop novel

biochemistry-driven methods for cancer phenotyping to sup-

plement current histopathology.
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